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Abstract

Universal serial bus (USB) storage devices are useful for transferring information within an organization; however, they are a common threat vector through which data exfiltration can occur.
Despite the threat, many organizations feel that the utility of USB storage devices outweighs the
potential risks. Implementing controls to track the use of these devices is necessary if organizations wish to retain sufficient situational awareness and auditing capabilities to detect data theft
incidents.
This report presents methods to audit USB device use within a Microsoft Windows environment.
Using various tools—the Windows Task Scheduler, batch scripts, Trend Micro’s OSSEC hostbased intrusion-detection system (HIDS), and the Splunk log analysis engine—we explore means
by which information technology (IT) professionals can centrally log and monitor USB device use
on Microsoft Windows hosts within an organization. In addition, we discuss how the central collection of audit logs can aid in determining whether sensitive data may have been copied from a
system by a malicious insider.
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1 Introduction

Malicious insiders attempting to remove data from organizational systems may have various ways
of doing so, such as by using email and cloud storage services. Some malicious insiders attempt to
remove data by using removable universal serial bus (USB) media.
As discussed in a prior Software Engineering Institute (SEI) report, Insider Threat Control: Understanding Data Loss Prevention (DLP) and Detection by Correlating Events from Multiple
Sources, the use of removable media presents unique problems to the enterprise since insiders can
use such media to remove proprietary information from company systems [1]. Insiders may do
this for legitimate reasons, such as to work on material at home, or they may do so for malicious
reasons, such as to steal intellectual property.
Staff members of the CERT ® Program, part of Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering Institute, have seen instances where removable media played a role in a malicious insider’s
attack. Given this and other considerations which we discuss later in this report, organizations
must establish and implement effective methods and processes to prevent unauthorized use of
removable media while still allowing users with a genuine business need to access and remove
such media. In addition, organizations should establish sound methods to track critical electronic
assets so that they may better protect them.
This report presents methods to audit USB device usage within a Microsoft Windows environment. Using various tools—the Windows Task Scheduler, batch scripts, Trend Micro’s OSSEC
host-based intrusion-detection system (HIDS), and the Splunk log analysis engine—we explore
means by which information technology (IT) professionals can centrally log and monitor USB
device usage on Microsoft Windows hosts within an organization. In addition, we discuss how the
central collection of audit logs can aid in determining whether sensitive data may have been copied from a system by a malicious insider. Implementing controls to track the usage of these devices is necessary if organizations wish to retain situational awareness and auditing capabilities during a data theft incident.
The methods described in this report are designed so that each Windows host will check for
changes to its USBSTOR registry key every five minutes. Whenever a change is detected, due to
either a new USB device being inserted or a previous one being re-inserted, the host will locally
log the new registry values as well as the host’s user-session information. At the same time, the
host will (optionally) send a short SYSLOG message to a central log server for immediate alerting
purposes. Additionally, the OSSEC HIDS system will centrally log the new registry values and
session information and forward them to a Splunk system for analysis. 1 (We outline this process
fully in Section 2.4.)

®

CERT is a registered trademark owned by Carnegie Mellon University.

1

We discuss OSSEC further in Section 2.5, and we present background about and uses for Splunk in Section 5.
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This approach offers several key advantages that can assist an organization in its efforts to monitor potential incidents of data theft:
1.

USB device usage can be detected quickly. It takes less than five minutes for the system to
generate an alert.

2.

There is redundant logging of information. Logs are stored locally on the hosts, centrally on
an OSSEC server, and centrally on a SYSLOG server.

3.

The system provides attribution. Current user-session information is logged when an incident
is detected.

4.

Native and open source tools are utilized. Local logging utilizes only Windows native capabilities and a single, open source, forensic executable; centralized logging can be done with
the open source OSSEC system.

5.

The system is customizable. An organization can choose to exclude any of the centralized
logging capabilities and retain just the local logging capabilities or further modify the control
to best suit its needs.

1.1

Audience and Structure of This Report

This report is a hands-on guide for system administrators and information security teams who are
implementing USB device auditing and want to have a better understanding of which devices may
be in use throughout the organization. We assume that readers are comfortable installing software
and have a basic knowledge of how to edit a script.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows:
•
Section 2 describes methods to establish proper auditing policies and technical controls to
help reduce the risk of malicious insider activity.
•

Section 3 presents additional information about USB audit logs.

•

Section 4 lists benefits for 1) federal government agencies that use air-gapped systems and 2)
organizations that want to protect intellectual property.

•

Section 5 outlines how Splunk can be used to help identify events that are related to USB
device usage.

•

Section 6 summarizes this report.
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2 Mitigating Insider Threat: Tools and Techniques

We define a malicious insider as a current or former employee, contractor, or business partner
who
•
has or had authorized access to an organization’s network, system, or data, and
•

intentionally exceeded or misused that access, and

•

negatively affected the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of the organization’s information or information systems

Malicious insiders are able to act within an organization by taking advantage of weaknesses they
find in systems or by exploiting existing legitimate processes to their advantage. Organizations
must be aware of such weaknesses and how an insider may exploit them; organizations must also
be aware of the many ways in which weaknesses are introduced. For example, an organization
may have insecure configurations or relaxed or nonexistent security policies. In other cases, a lack
of situational awareness introduces weaknesses that malicious insiders can exploit, such as understanding how organizational policies effect employees ability to perform their job effectively and
efficiently. Additionally, an organization that allows its employees to use USB storage devices is
essentially increasing the potential for data leakage. Establishing proper auditing policies and
technical controls, as discussed in this report, will mitigate some of the risks.
Our research has revealed that most malicious insider crimes fit into one of three categories: IT
sabotage, theft of intellectual property, and fraud. This report focuses on the theft of intellectual
property using removable media, in particular, USB devices. When USB devices are introduced
into a Microsoft Windows-based system, the system generates numerous artifacts that can be audited or possibly used for forensic analysis. Therefore, it is important to understand how USB
devices interact with the system.
The tools and techniques presented in the next sections represent just a subset of various practices
an organization could implement to detect and mitigate insider threats. For example, organizations
may wish to deploy commercially available software to prevent data loss. These tools and methods can be used by organizations of any size, and we intentionally selected open source and public
domain tools since they are freely available to the public. Additionally, many of the commands
that we present are native to the Windows operating system.
2.1

Utilizing the CERT Insider Threat Database

The CERT Program’s insider threat research is based on an extensive set of insider threat cases
that are available from public sources, court documents, and interviews with law enforcement
and/or convicted insiders, where possible. The database contains more than 700 cases of actual
malicious insider crimes. Each case is entered into the database in a consistent, repeatable manner
that allows us to run queries to search for specific information. The database breaks down the
complex act of the crime into hundreds of descriptors, which can be further queried to provide
statistical validation of our hypotheses. Since the database has captured very granular information
about insider threat cases, it provides a way to find patterns of insider activity, discover possible
precursors to insider attacks, and discover technical and nontechnical indicators of insider crime.
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This helps us to establish trends and commonalities and identify techniques that may be helpful in
mitigating insider threats.
2.2

Auditing

To effectively detect security incidents, organizations must develop auditing policies and procedures that reflect the organization’s needs. In particular, the policies should outline auditing requirements that may be defined by laws and other regulations. Auditing records and other logs
will also aid in troubleshooting, help organizations hold users accountable for their actions, and
assist in detecting and responding to security incidents.
To simplify log management, we recommend that logs be centrally collected and stored. Organizations can use a Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution to simplify log
management. SIEM solutions allow information systems personnel to quickly search for events
and automate alerts based on the organization’s needs. Depending on the organizational needs,
SIEM solutions can require a significant investment; however, the payoff is great since such approaches help systems and information security teams focus on important events.
Smaller organizations may not be able to make an investment in a SIEM solution, or they may not
be equipped to dedicate resources to establishing or maintaining such an approach. Such organizations may benefit from employing other solutions, such as using a centralized log server, which
can collect events from various computers and network devices within the organization. Windows
Vista and Windows 7 machines have the ability to have their logs centrally collected by Microsoft
Windows Server 2008 R2. 2 Network devices typically send events to log servers using the
SYSLOG protocol. Open source and commercial SYSLOG server packages are available to host a
Microsoft Windows server-based SYSLOG system. Additionally, many versions of Linux, such
as Ubuntu and Fedora, support SYSLOG natively and are open source.
This report focuses on using a Splunk instance on Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 for managing event logs. 3 Splunk has both a free and an enterprise version; one of the key differences in the
free versus the enterprise version is the amount of logs that can be processed in one day. Currently, the free version caps log processing at 500MB per day. Depending on the organization’s
needs, the free version may help smaller organizations get started in logging. The enterprise version offers additional features and is capable of processing larger volumes of data [2]. We chose
to focus on Splunk since a free version of it is available and it can quickly search large quantities
of data. We discuss Splunk in more detail in Section 5.
2.3

Control USB Removable Media

There are valid reasons for using USB removable storage devices within an organization. Removable media such as USB flash drives offer greater storage capacity and become less expensive
each year; this has increased their popularity and use. However, organizations should consider
issuing company-owned removable devices only to those employees who have a genuine business

2

The Microsoft website contains information about centrally collecting logs [9]. Also, WindowSecurity.com offers
a brief tutorial about centrally collecting logs [17].

3

Splunk is a software package that indexes data from any source [2].
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need for such devices. Company-owned devices allow an organization to better audit device usage, as described in Section 3. Additionally, organizations that issue devices can control the
amount of storage these devices have, thereby limiting the amount of data that can be removed
from the system at one time; such actions increase the chances of a malicious insider being caught
as the organization reviews the audit logs. The organization should also establish policies and
procedures that govern proper USB use. Many manufacturers augment the circuitry of their devices to “burn in” a serial number. Organizations can take advantage of this: by standardizing on a
particular, make, model, and capacity, an organization can more easily track and audit these devices.
By centrally storing and auditing USB device events generated from the script (see Section 2.4)
and combining that practice with using OSSEC (see Section 2.5), organizations can see where
devices are used and better understand where problems may exist.
2.4

Conduct Windows USB Device Auditing with Scripts

As discussed in a prior SEI report titled Insider Threat Control: Understanding Data Loss Prevention (DLP) and Detection by Correlating Events from Multiple Sources, Windows-based systems have a built-in method to audit USB events based on changes to the registry [1]. However,
without sifting through registry keys, it is difficult to use this method to quickly ascertain which
USB devices were used on a system.
The CERT Insider Threat Center has developed a script, usbHistory.bat, that utilizes native
Windows command line tools and a public domain tool known as USB History Dump. Section
2.4.1 describes the usbHistory.bat script. This script captures USB removable media usage
information and enables an open source tool, known as OSSEC, to monitor changes to a system
and alert on these changes.
2.4.1

The CERT Insider Threat Center Script

The usbHistory.bat script utilizes native Windows command line tools and a public domain
tool known as USB History Dump. You must download and extract USB History Dump to the
same path as the scripts. 4 The goal of the script is twofold. First, it gives organizations of any size
the ability to generate an alert when a USB removable storage device is inserted into a monitored
workstation; second, the script is able to generate this alert without requiring the organization to
install an agent. To enhance these capabilities and make auditing logs more useful, we recommend using OSSEC, which utilizes an agent-based system for log collection. We discuss OSSEC
further in Section 2.5, and we have included the Insider Threat Center script in the appendix of
this report.
2.4.1.1

Prerequisites

Before implementing the usbHistory.bat script, you should determine where you will place
the script and supporting files, configure the proper security settings for the files and folders, and
configure alerts using Log Parser. Part of this process includes taking an important security meas-

4

The complete source code and the executable file for USB History Dump are available from SourceForge [12].
In a document titled USB History, Nabiy, the author of the tool, describes how USB History Dump works [15].
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ure to prevent end users from accessing the script directory. We provide more details about these
steps in the next sections.
Determine the Location of the Script and Supporting Files

Before you can implement the auditing script, you must first decide how you will deploy the
script and supporting files to each machine that will be audited. Various methods exist for deploying scripts. For example, you can use Group Policy and other system management software.
However first, you will need to create a directory on each machine that will be audited. Staff
members in the CERT Insider Threat Center installed the script and supporting files in the following directory:
C:\Admin_Tools\USB_Audit\
When selecting a deployment path, avoid using spaces in directory names since this will cause
errors in the script.
Configure Proper Security Settings for File and Folder Permissions

You must configure proper security levels on the selected folder to prevent a regular user from
writing to or modifying the script. If the proper settings are not configured, a malicious insider
could modify the script so that the next time it executes, it could destroy a system. In the above
case, we configured USB_Audit so that only the following users have access: SYSTEM and
domain administrators. These users and groups should have full control of the directory. The
script will execute under the SYSTEM context, and Domain Administrators must be able to access the script logs. All files contained within the script folder should inherit permissions from the
parent folder.
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Important Security Measure: Prevent End Users from Accessing the Script Directory
It is imperative that you prohibit end users from accessing the script directory. If a malicious
user is able to modify the script, commands will execute with SYSTEM permissions since the scheduled task (defined later) requires SYSTEM permissions to function. See Figure 1 for an illustration of
the proper file permissions to set on the script directory.

Figure 1: Proper Configuration of File Permissions for the Script Directory

Configure Alerts Using Microsoft’s Log Parser Tool

If you wish to send alerts to a central SYSLOG server, you will also need to use the Log Parser
tool, which is available from Microsoft. 5 You must download and extract this tool to the same
directory as the scripts.
Note that the Log Parser tool is part of an installer package. Because of this, an administrator
should install this software on an administrative workstation or other suitable device and copy the
tool’s executable (logparser.exe) to a directory that is included in the path environment variable.
CERT staff members tested Log Parser by placing the executable in the
C:\Windows\System32 directory, which is typically included in the system path by default.
To see the currently defined system path of a machine, execute the following command from a
command prompt:
echo %PATH%
Central SYSLOG logging is not required, but it will assist in quickly determining if a USB removable drive was ever connected to a system. Without central logging, an administrator will
need to check individual logs on each workstation throughout the organization.

5

Log Parser is available from Microsoft [17].
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2.4.1.2

The USB Auditing Script

How the Script Works

The USB auditing script utilizes native Microsoft Windows command line utilities to ensure overall compatibility and to make it easier for administrators who are not familiar with other scripting
languages, such as VBScript, to make additional customizations. 6 Combined with the built-in
Windows commands, the script also uses a forensics tool, USB History Dump, to display USB
removable devices that have been connected to the system. 7 This tool reads various values from
the Windows Registry and typically displays them on the screen. However, when the tool is called
from within the script, the output is directed to a file instead. This file is then compared to the last
file that was generated. Detected differences are stored in a separate file, and if desired, the script
generates a SYSLOG alert. OSSEC, discussed further in Section 2.5, utilizes the differences file
and centrally stores it on its own server for further analysis and auditing.
Modify the usbHistory.bat Script

You will need to modify the usbHistory.bat script to ensure that it reflects the correct configuration. The script has been commented to help administrators understand its instruction sequence. To change the script, simply open the file with any text editor.

6

Other scripting languages may accomplish this task more eloquently. We encourage administrators to, when
appropriate, investigate using scripts that best address the organization’s needs.

7

See Section 2.4.1 for more information about USB History Dump.
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Figure 2 shows a snippet of code from the usbHistory.bat script. On line 5, you will notice a
local environment variable called pth. If you have stored the scripts and supporting files in a different location, you must change this variable. To do so, change the default of
C:\Admin_Tools\USB_Audit to reflect the location of the script. This name should not contain spaces since this has shown to produce unreliable results during testing. You should also edit
the usbSession.bat file to reflect the same path. Edit line 2 as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Set the pth Environment Variable

Figure 3: Provide the Correct Path in the usbSession.bat File

By default, the script is configured to send SYSLOG alerts to a central server; the SYSLOG server
listed in the script is currently set to 10.0.1.102:514 as noted on line 57 of the script (see Figure
4). You should change the IP address to reflect the address of your organization’s SYSLOG server.

Figure 4: Configure SYSLOG to Send Alerts to a Central Server

Disable SYSLOG Alerts

If you wish to disable SYSLOG alerts, simply place a double colon (::) before the LOGPARSER
command on line 57. Be sure that your central SYSLOG server is configured to receive alerts
from a particular source IP address. You may need to adjust firewall rules, both on the server and
any network firewalls, to permit the alerts as well. If you are using Splunk to receive and process
logs, be sure to configure it to receive the SYSLOG events.
Execute the Script Regularly

Finally, you should configure the script to execute on a fairly regular basis. You should also configure a scheduled task to execute the script; you can use Group Policy to push a scheduled task to
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multiple machines. 8 Access the task scheduler by navigating to Start  All Programs  Accessories  System Tools  Task Scheduler. Configure a new task using the following parameters:
1.

2.

In the General tab
a. Name the task USB Device Audit.
b.

Check the box next to Run with highest privileges.

c.

Click the Change User or Group button. (This configures the task to run as
NTAUTHORITY\SYSTEM.)

On the Triggers tab
a. Set the event trigger or schedule to execute daily starting with the day the script will be
deployed.
b.

3.

On the Actions tab
a. Set the task action to Start a program. The program name is usbHistory.bat.
b.

4.

Set the recurrence to every one (1) day and repeat every five (5) minutes for a duration
of one (1) day.

Set the script to start in the directory you designated earlier (see the above guidance on
setting the pth variable).

In the Settings tab, check the box next to Run task as soon as possible after a scheduled start
is missed.

Once you have configured the scheduled task and it begins to execute, when USB removable devices are inserted into the system, log files will begin to be generated in the designated directory.
If you have configured SYSLOG correctly, the script will generate alerts as well.
2.5

OSSEC HIDS Integration

OSSEC is an open source, host-based intrusion detection system (HIDS) developed and maintained by Trend Micro [3]. OSSEC’s architecture requires that you install individual agent daemons on each host in the network. The agents collect real-time information about their hosts and
forward it to a central OSSEC server for analysis. You can configure the agents to monitor registry keys, log files, configuration file integrity, differences in the output of commands, and more.
You can also configure the agent manually on each host or centrally through the OSSEC server.
Since OSSEC is a fully featured system for host-based intrusion-detection and log analysis, we
recommend that you take the time to understand the fundamentals of OSSEC’s configuration and
operation before implementing the tools described in this document. For more information about
OSSEC, please refer to the OSSEC Manual [4].
2.5.1

Prerequisites

An OSSEC server should be present in your organization. During the testing of this control, we
used a Fedora 14 virtual machine for the server installation; however, any popular server-class

8

For more information about configuring scheduled tasks, refer to the Microsoft article titled “Configure a Scheduled Task Item” [16].
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Linux distribution (Debian, Ubuntu, RHEL, etc.) should be adequate. In addition, you should install an OSSEC agent on each Windows client that you wish to monitor.
Please note that at the time of this writing, the latest release of OSSEC is version 2.6 (for both
client and server). However, this version prevents the Windows agents from properly running
command line tools when their configurations are deployed from the central server. Since our
control depends on the agents’ ability to monitor the output of command line tools, if organizations wish to deploy agents’ configurations centrally, we recommend that they use version 2.5.1.
In addition to following these steps, you should ensure that you have installed the scripts in accordance with the steps outlined in Section 2.4.
For more information about OSSEC, please refer to the OSSEC Manual [4].
2.5.2

OSSEC Configuration for USB Auditing

We utilized OSSEC in this report so that we could continually check the subkeys within the
USBSTOR registry key to determine if a USB device has been inserted into a client system. We
achieved this by configuring the agents to periodically run the open source usbHistory.exe
command, which you must install on each client through either Group Policy or manual deployment.
When we used OSSEC to monitor the state of the USBSTOR registry, we encountered a problem:
The agents’ capabilities were not granular enough to monitor the specific values of the subkeys,
such as timestamp and serial number information. However, OSSEC offers a useful feature that
overcomes this limitation. Rather than monitor the presence of a registry key or file, OSSEC can
monitor the output of a command line utility and detect changes in its output. Therefore, by configuring OSSEC to monitor the output of the usbHistory.exe tool—which prints out time
stamp and serial number information—the host’s OSSEC agent is now able to detect changes
within the values of the subkeys and notify the OSSEC server.
To do this, the OSSEC server must have two custom rules placed in its local_rules.xml
file. In a default installation of OSSEC, this file can be found in the /var/ossec/rules/
directory. The first rule (see Figure 5) configures the OSSEC server to log and create an alert anytime a USB device is inserted into the system.

Figure 5: OSSEC Rule 140001
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The second rule (see Figure 6) configures OSSEC to log the presence of any user sessions on the
respective host where the USB device was connected. This allows you to take an “instant snapshot” of the host’s login sessions to help determine which user connected the USB device.

Figure 6: OSSEC Rule 140002

The rules will be triggered only when logs arrive from the agent with a tag of USB-Audit or USBSession, and the logs show differences from what was previously recorded. However, the agents
must be configured to send these logs in the first place; you can do this either by manually editing
the agents’ local ossec.conf file or through central deployment through the OSSEC server.
For more information about how to centrally deploy agent configurations, see the document titled
Manual: Centralized Agent Configuration [5].
The agent configuration rule depicted in Figure 7 corresponds with the first rule (id=140001), depicted in Figure 5. This configuration rule instructs the OSSEC agent to run the
usbHistory.exe command every 300 seconds, log the output, and tag it with USB-Audit.
This tag instructs the server to match the log with rule 140001.

Figure 7: OSSEC Agent Configuration, Part 1

Similarly, the following agent configuration rule corresponds with rule 140002, depicted in Figure
6:

Figure 8: OSSEC Agent Configuration, Part 2

When the configuration is complete, make sure to restart the OSSEC server daemon as well as all
client agent daemons. For environments with many hosts running OSSEC agents, those agents can
be restarted centrally through the OSSEC server.
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2.5.3

OSSEC Logs

By default, OSSEC stores the diff logs in the /var/ossec/queue/diff directory. A security analyst may easily become overwhelmed if removable devices are used on a regular basis
throughout the organization. Therefore, a SIEM solution that is capable of monitoring directories
of files will help administrators discern the information contained in these files. While Splunk is
not typically referred to as a SIEM solution, it has SIEM-like capabilities that will allow IT staff
to sift through the logs and uncover events of interest. We discuss Splunk further in Section 5.
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3 Understanding USB Auditing Logs

When a user inserts a device into the system, the resulting USB event logs will contain information such as the username of the person who is currently logged in, the start time of his or her
login session, and whether the session is currently active. In addition, each device that was ever
connected to the system will be listed. If you conduct a search in Splunk for USB-AuditEvent, you will see records like the one depicted in Figure 9.

Figure 9: USB Auditing Log

In Figure 9, line 1 shows the date and time the log was created. Line 4 shows the name of the user
who is currently logged in; line 4 also shows the login date and time. Lines 7 and 15 list the manufacturer’s name and model of the device. Lines 9 and 17 list the manufacturer’s serial number for
the device. Finally, lines 12 and 20 list the date and time when the device was last connected. Line
17 reflects the date and time that is closest to the log generation date and time reflected in line 1.
This indicates that this is the device that spawned the audit event.
If we use this information combined with monitoring file-access audit logs around the time the
device was inserted, we may get an indication that files were copied to the device. However, this
does not definitively indicate that files were copied to the USB removable storage device.
In the example shown in Figure 9, two different device manufacturers are listed. If the organization only issues and permits the use of WidgetTech devices, then the DataSiphon device should
raise concerns. And if a large number of sensitive file audit events are generated around the time
an unauthorized USB storage device is inserted, this should generate a high-priority alert.
Note that if a user is logged into a machine but has momentarily stepped away after locking the
console, USB audit events may still be generated by inserting a device into the locked computer.
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When you conduct a Splunk query, you will be able to click various items in the search results.
This allows IT personnel to explore additional patterns. For example, it is possible to click the
device’s serial number to see other log events that contain the same serial number. This may allow
IT personnel to identify whether the device was used on other systems in the organization.
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4 Additional Benefits of Using USB Auditing Logs

The methods presented in this report guide organizations in their attempts to determine if a person
may be of high risk for disclosing proprietary information, and one way of determining this is
based on monitoring file access around the time of USB storage device utilization.
This section outlines additional benefits to government agencies and organizations working with
intellectual property.
4.1 Federal Government Agencies
Organizations that use air-gapped systems, such as those that process classified information, may
find it beneficial to use the tools presented in this report to search for devices with the same serial numbers on different systems. This would indicate a possible data spillage event.
This approach would benefit federal government agencies significantly since it allows them
to detect when the same device is being used in systems where the classifications of those
systems are different.
4.2

Intellectual Property

A 2011 SEI report titled Insider Threat Control: Using Centralized Logging to Detect Data Exfiltration Near Insider Termination presents an example of an insider threat pattern based on the
insight that “many insiders who stole their organization’s intellectual property stole at least some
of it within 30 days of their termination” [6]. That report underscored the importance of developing a rule that could be applied to a log-indexing application to help analysts detect malicious behavior.
Organizations may wish to develop rules and associated alerts for the following conditions to better detect and respond to a possible malicious insider. The rules are unique to each auditing system or SIEM used and are therefore outside the scope of this report.
1.

Attempted use of any non-company issued device.

2.

Use of an unauthorized device around the same time as files containing intellectual property
are accessed.

3.

File accesses above what is considered normal for a particular role or job function.

4.

File accesses above what is normal for a particular role or job function combined with using
and analyzing USB removable media access logs.

A report containing the last 30 days of file accesses and USB removable media logs should be
generated and reviewed by the information security team and/or management to identify any
anomalies when an employee leaves the organization.
By implementing the above rules in a SIEM, this should reduce an analyst’s time reviewing logs
by focusing on the high priority events generated by these rule sets.
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5 Bringing it All Together with Splunk

5.1

Background

Splunk is a tool that helps IT administrators collect, index, monitor, and analyze machinegenerated data using a web-style interface. This tool helps organizations
•

troubleshoot application problems

•

investigate security incidents easily and quickly

•

efficiently identify data patterns

•

provide metrics and diagnose problems

As such, Splunk can be used to quickly uncover events that may be of importance to an organization. In addition to using the USB auditing events described in this document, organizations
should enable the auditing of sensitive files. 9 By sending this information to Splunk, organizations
can quickly begin to form a full picture of what a data leakage incident looks like.
This report focuses on using a Splunk instance on Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 for managing event logs. Splunk has both a free and an enterprise version. One of the key differences in the
free versus the enterprise version is the amount of logs that can be processed in one day; currently, the free version caps this at 500MB per day. Depending on the organization’s needs, the free
version may assist smaller organizations get started in logging. The enterprise version offers additional features and is capable of processing larger volumes of data [2]. We chose to focus on
Splunk since a freely available version of it is available and it can quickly search large quantities
of data. It is important to note that you will need to develop rules to monitor USB removable media devices since such rules are not part of Splunk’s standard package. These rules will vary from
organization to organization depending on the devices used and what will trigger an alert.
5.2

Actual Case

Consider the following actual case:
The insider, presumably a foreign national, was employed by a foreign division of the victim
organization, a construction and mining company. At the time of the incident, the insider was
also working for a foreign internet technology organization. The insider used another employee’s user ID and password to access the organization’s server, which was located in the
organization’s headquarters in the United States. The insider downloaded over 4,000 confidential documents. Closed-circuit cameras captured visuals of the insider accessing the server at the time the files were downloaded. User logs also reflected the password and user ID
the insider used to gain access to the server. Authorities discovered media—specifically a
hard disk and a flash drive—where the insider stored the stolen files. The insider was arrested and convicted, but sentencing details are unavailable.

9

A prior SEI report titled Insider Threat Control: Understanding Data Loss Prevention (DLP) and Detection by
Correlating Events from Multiple Sources discusses how to audit sensitive files and folders [1].
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In this case, the insider accessed over 4,000 confidential documents. If the organization had configured proper auditing, numerous auditing events would have been generated and sent to Splunk
for analysis. By monitoring the Splunk dashboard or using an alert, an administrator would have
noticed a spike in events over a short period of time. This could have indicated a problem that
would have raised a red flag to signal that further investigation was necessary. By combining the
USB device auditing events into Splunk, these events—a USB device event followed by a large
number of file accesses by the same user—would have raised the priority of the alert. Furthermore, if the organization had issued a particular brand of flash drives or had maintained a list of
known serial numbers for these devices, the insertion of an unrecognized USB device would have
raised the alert level priority even further.
By implementing the methods described in this report, the organization would have been able to
detect the incident earlier, thereby reducing the damage that the organization sustained.
5.3

Sending Information to Splunk

To easily and effectively analyze the logs generated by the tools presented in this document, the
logs need to be fed into Splunk. 10 To collect the OSSEC logs, a Splunk server and a Splunk forwarding service on the OSSEC server are both required. It is possible to use the OSSEC server as
a Splunk server as well, but we did not test this type of configuration. Depending on the quantity
of logs and the server configuration, that approach may not advisable.
Follow these steps to feed the OSSEC logs into the Splunk server:
1.

Install Splunk on a dedicated machine or on a virtual machine that is capable of processing
the logs that will be sent to it.

2.

Install Splunk on the OSSEC server as a forwarding agent and configure it to forward events
to the Splunk server. You should configure the Splunk forwarder to monitor the
/var/ossec/queue/diff directory on the OSSEC server. This will allow USB auditing events to be forwarded to the Splunk server. Be sure to configure the server to receive
events from the forwarding client. 11 You may also need to open firewall ports on network
firewalls and/or the hosts/servers.

Once you have configured everything properly, you should begin to see events within Splunk
whenever a USB removable storage device is inserted into the system.

10

Splunk is available for download on the Splunk website; the site also offers installation instructions [17].

11

Instructions for configuring the server to receive events from the forwarding client are available on the Splunk
website [17].
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6 Conclusion

USB removable storage devices allow users to copy data from company systems. Some malicious
insiders attempting to remove data from organizational systems may do so by using removable
USB media. USB storage devices are becoming smaller and smaller while their storage capacities
are becoming greater and greater. This presents a risk to the organization that must be addressed
through policies and procedure and by technical means.
In this report, we presented methods that organizations can employ to increase awareness of
which removable storage devices are used throughout the organization. While this is not a smoking gun that proves that data has been copied to a device, it does allow management to be aware
of activities that are occurring in the organization. These methods also offer several key advantages that can assist an organization in its efforts to monitor potential incidents of data theft:
1.

USB device usage can be detected quickly. It takes less than five minutes for the system to
generate an alert.

2.

There is redundant logging of information. Logs are stored locally on the hosts, centrally on
an OSSEC server, and centrally on a SYSLOG server.

3.

The system provides attribution. Current user-session information is logged when an incident
is detected.

4.

The system utilizes native and open source tools. Local logging utilizes only Windows native capabilities and a single, open source, forensic executable; centralized logging can be
done with the open source OSSEC system.

5.

The system is customizable. An organization can choose to exclude any of the centralized
logging capabilities and retain just the local logging capabilities, or further modify the control to best suit its needs.

By implementing the auditing scripts and supporting tools described in this report, IT staff will be
able to help interpret auditing logs, and this will make it easier to help management make informed decisions about possible threats to the organization.
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Appendix: Scripts: usbHistory.bat and usbSession.bat

usbHistory.bat
Copy and paste the following code into a text file and save it into the script directory as usbHistory.bat.
@ECHO OFF
SETLOCAL
:: The below line tells the script where it is stored and where working files will be kept
:: Change the path below to reflect where it will be on the local machine.
SET pth="C:\Admin_Tools\USB_Audit"
%pth%\usbHistory.exe > %pth%\newlog.tmp
:: Check to see if the last.log file exists, if not, create it
IF NOT EXIST %pth%\last.log (
TYPE NUL > %pth%\last.log
)
:: Compare the recent results with the last and save differences to output.tmp
FC %pth%\newlog.tmp %pth%\last.log > %pth%\output.tmp
:: Check to see if any changes in the system have occurred.
FINDSTR /m "no differences encountered" %pth%\output.tmp > NUL
:: The below lines apply formatting to the usb-audit.log file
IF %ERRORLEVEL% GTR 0 (
IF EXIST %pth%\usb-audit.log (
ECHO. >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
ECHO. >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
ECHO ------------------------------------ >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
)
:: If the usb-audit.log file does not exist, create it
IF NOT EXIST %pth%\usb-audit.log (
TYPE NUL > %pth%\usb-audit.log
)
:: The following lines capture system information and write it to various files
ECHO A USB Device has recently been inserted into system: %COMPUTERNAME% > %pth%\message.log
ECHO User Executing script: %USERDOMAIN%\%USERNAME% >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
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ECHO Computer: %COMPUTERNAME% >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
ECHO Date/Time: %DATE% %TIME% >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
ECHO. >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
ECHO Session Information: >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
ECHO. >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
:: The below line logs the current user session and their status to usb-audit.log
CALL QUSER.EXE >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
ECHO. >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
ECHO New USBSTOR Registry Information: >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
TYPE %pth%\newlog.tmp > %pth%\last.log
:: The lines below sanitize the output of usbHistory.exe and append the
:: output to usb-audit.log. Credit goes to nabiy for the usbHistory tool.
TYPE %pth%\newlog.tmp | findstr /v "History Dump" | findstr /v nabiy > %pth%\newlog2.tmp
TYPE %pth%\newlog2.tmp >> %pth%\usb-audit.log
:: Record date, time, and session information to session.log
:: These lines are needed for OSSEC to detect file changes
ECHO %DATE% %TIME% > %pth%\session.log
ECHO. >> %pth%\session.log
CALL QUSER.EXE >> %pth%\session.log
TYPE %pth%\newlog2.tmp >> %pth%\session.log
DEL %pth%\newlog2.tmp
:: To DISABLE SYSLOG alerts, insert a double colon before the LOGPARSER command below
:: If you are using SYSLOG, change the IP address in the line below to that of your SYSLOG server
LOGPARSER "SELECT * INTO @10.0.1.102:514 FROM '%pth%\message.log'" -i:TEXTLINE -o:SYSLOG protocol:UDP
:: Clean up temporary files
DEL %pth%\newlog.tmp
DEL %pth%\output.tmp
ENDLOCAL

usbSession.bat
Copy and paste the following code into a text file and save it into the script directory as
usbSession.bat.

@ECHO OFF
SET pth="C:\Admin_Tools\USB_Audit"
TYPE %pth%\session.log
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